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Martin Audio extends Open Day Programme

Martin Audio’s partners are in for treat this September as its popular Open Day

programme returns over an extended three-day period (from September 6-8) at

their High Wycombe base, following on from the PLASA Show, London. It was

exactly six years ago that the manufacturer launched the first of what has become

a hugely successful programme. As the international trade show landscape

changed, so Martin Audio’s decision to take ownership of its portfolio, and

demonstrate the key components to its customers - up close and personal - paid

handsome dividends.

This September the Open Days go into overdrive, with more demonstration times

each day and a half day extension plus the introduction of a new product at their

newly refurbished offices. Not only that, but it will be sharing the stage with fellow

brands within the Focusrite Group, namely Optimal Audio, Linea Research and

Focusrite, delivering on the promise of a mini tradeshow, without the walking.

Martin Audio will be showcasing their recently announced point source series,

FlexPoint, the full line up of constant curvature TORUS loudspeakers, a selection of
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optimised line arrays from the Wavefront Precision series, as well as a brand new

product. They are also including free listening time so if any visitor wishes to hear a

track on particular product, they will have that opportunity. As a special bonus,

there will be a ‘Simon Says’ presentation from sound designer Simon Honywill on

this year’s Glastonbury Festival.

The September 6 and 7 sessions begin at 9.30am and end at 3.30pm, with a factory

tour during the lunch break. The final day (September 8) starts at a similar time and

concludes at lunchtime, with a tour of the factory.

Visitors can register for a day pass online enabling them to come and go as they

please. There is plenty of parking on site and refreshments are served throughout

the day. Register on the website below.

www.martin-audio.com
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